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Tuning gaps and phases of a two-subband system in a quantizing magnetic field

V. M. Apalkov and M. E. Portnoi*
School of Physics, University of Exeter, Stocker Road, Exeter EX4 4QL, United Kingdom

~Received 21 July 2001; published 11 March 2002!

In this work we study the properties of a two-subband quasi-two-dimensional electron system in a strong
magnetic field when the electron filling factor is equal to 4. When the cyclotron energy is close to the
intersubband splitting the system can be mapped onto a four-level electron system with an effective filling
factor of 2. The ground state is either a ferromagnetic state or a spin-singlet state, depending on the values of
the interlevel splitting and Zeeman energy. The boundaries between these phases are strongly influenced by the
interelectron interaction. A significant exchange-mediated enhancement of the excitation gap results in the
suppression of the electron-phonon interaction. The rate of absorption of nonequilibrium phonons is calculated
as a function of Zeeman energy and intersubband splitting. The phonon absorption rate has two peaks as a
function of intersubband splitting and has a steplike structure as a function of Zeeman energy.
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During the last two decades the behavior of a tw
dimensional~2D! electron system in a quantizing magne
field attracted a lot of theoretical and experimental intere
The peculiar properties of this system result from its eff
tive zero dimensionality, because the magnetic field nor
to the 2D layer quenches the electron kinetic energy t
constant. As a result the Hamiltonian of the system cons
of the interaction part only, and the system undergoes a t
sition into an incompressible state at certain magnetic fi
values. The formation of the incompressible states result
the fractional quantum Hall effect—one of the most intere
ing phenomena discovered in strongly correlated elec
systems.1–3 The only typical energy of the system is the cha
acteristic electron-electron Coulomb interaction ener
which is of the order of«C5e2/k l , wherel is the magnetic
length andk is the dielectric constant. The introduction of
new degree of freedom into this system results in new in
esting phenomena when the characteristic energy of the
degree of freedom becomes smaller than the Coulomb
ergy «C . The electron spin is one of the possible degrees
freedom. If the Zeeman energy is small enough, then
transition from the spin-polarized to spin-unpolarized grou
state occurs at electron filling factorn052/m, wherem is
odd.4 At filling factor n051/m a new type of charged topo
logical excitations, Skyrmions, appears.

One can also introduce the degree of freedom in the
rection normal to the 2D layer. This can be realized in
double-layer system. In this case the phase diagram is dr
by the interplay between the electron-electron Coulomb
ergy, the tunneling energy between two layers, and the Z
man energy. It was found that atn052 the double-layer sys
tem can be found in three different phases: fully sp
polarized ferromagnetic state, spin-singlet state, and ca
antiferromagnetic state.5

In this paper we consider a system which is similar to
double-layer system but has a different geometry, which p
vides more experimental possibilities to change the par
eters of the system. Namely, we study a single heterojunc
in which the second degree of freedom is introduced by
size quantization in the direction perpendicular to the
layer. If the electron filling factor is greater than 2 and t
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energyD5D122\vc is smaller than the Coulomb energ
then the second subband has to be taken into account.
\vc is the cyclotron energy andD12 is the intersubband
splitting. In this case the second Landau level~Landau level
numbern51) of the first subband is close in energy to t
first Landau level (n50) of the second subband. Since th
intersubband splittingD12 has a weak dependence on t
magnetic field, the separationD can be changed by changin
the magnetic fieldB. The influence of the second subband
the optical properties of the magnetically quantized quasi-
systems was observed in different types of experiments,
in extrinsic radiative recombination magnetospectrosco6

and in the optically detected cyclotron resonance in a til
magnetic field.7 It was proposed in Ref. 8 that the interse
tion between the levels can be also observed in the magn
field dependence of the phonon-mediated conductivity of
system. At filling factor slightly greater than 2, the dissip
tive conductivity should reveal a double-peak structure a
function of magnetic field. A similar double-peak structu
should be observed in the other phonon spectrosc
experiments.9–11 With increasing electron density the repu
sion between the levels due to electron-electron excha
interactions opens a gap in the interlevel excitation spec
As a result the double-peak structure transforms into
single-peak one.12

In what follows we study the properties of the two
subband system when the electron filling factor is equal to
n054. We assume that the Coulomb energy is much sma
than the cyclotron energy. In this case the completely oc
pied lowest Landau level of the first subband can be con
ered as a nondynamical background. We will be interes
only in a subsystem consisting of the second Landau le
(n51) of the first subband and the first Landau leveln
50) of the second subband, the spin degeneracy of b
levels being lifted by the Zeeman splittingDz . This four-
level subsystem is schematically shown in Fig. 1. Forn0
54 the effective filling factorn of this subsystem is equal t
2. Under this mapping the system becomes similar to
double-layer system with the total filling factorn52 and for
its analysis we follow the method of Ref. 5.

For noninteracting electrons we can distinguish th
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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cases:~1! if D.Dz , states ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ are occupied, and
the ground state is a spin-singlet state;~2! if 2Dz,D
,Dz , states ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘3’’ are occupied, and the ground sta
is a ferromagnetic state;~3! if D,2Dz , states ‘‘3’’ and ‘‘4’’
are occupied, and the ground state is again a spin-sin
state. The boundaries between these phases are given b
equationsD5Dz andD52Dz . When the electron-electro
interaction is taken into account the transitions between s
singlet and ferromagnetic states can occur through a
phase—for example, through a canted antiferromagn
phase.5 Our calculations show that in the present syst
there is no intermediate phase and the transitions from
singlet to the ferromagnetic state are sharp, like in the n
interacting case.

In what follows we use the Coulomb energy«C as the unit
of energy and magnetic lengthl as the unit of length. In the
Landau gauge with the vector potentialAW 5(0,Bx,0) the
eigenstates of a single-electron Hamiltonian are charac
ized by the Landau level numbern; y component of the
momentum,ky ; the electron subband numberm51 or m
52; and thez projection of the electron spin,s52Sz561:

cn,ky ,m,s~x,y,z!5xm~z!js

eikyy

ALy

fn~x2ky!, ~1!

wherexm(z) is the envelope wave function of themth sub-
band;js is the spin part of the wave function, andfn(x) is
the nth harmonic oscillator function.

The Hamiltonian of the interacting electron system is

H5 (
nmsky

\vcS n1
1

2
DCnkyms

† Cnkyms1
D

2
(

nmsky

~2m23!

3Cnkyms
† Cnkyms1

Dz

2
(

nmsky

sCnkyms
† Cnkyms

1
1

2
(
$n%

(
s1s2

(
$m%

(
qx ,qy

Ṽ(m1m4m3m2)
(n1n4n3n2)

~ q̂!3 (
k1 ,k2

eiqx(k12k2)

3Cn1 ,k11qy ,m1s1

† Cn2 ,k2 ,m2s2

† Cn3 ,k21qy ,m3s2
Cn4 ,k1 ,m4s1

,

~2!

whereCn,k,ms
† andCn,k,ms are the creation and annihilatio

operators of the electron in the statecn,ky ,m,s . In Eq. ~2! we
use the notation

Ṽ( i 1i 4i 3i 2)
(n1n4n3n2)

~ q̂!5
1

q
Fi 1i 4i 3i 2

~q!Gn1n4
~ q̂!Gn3n2

~ q̂* !

3expS 2
q2

2 D , ~3!

where13

Gn1n2
~ q̂!5S n1!

n2! D
1/2S 2 i q̂

A2
D n22n1

Ln1

n22n1S q2

2 D ,
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q̂5qx1 iqy , q5uq̂u, andLn
m is a generalized Laguerre poly

nomial. The modification of the Coulomb interaction due
the finite extent of the electron wave functions in thez di-
rection is given by

Fi 1i 4i 2i 3
~q!5E

0

`E
0

`

dz1dz2e2quz12z2u

3x i 1
~z1!x i 4

~z1!x i 2
~z2!x i 3

~z2!.

We use the Fang-Howard approximation14 for the envelope
wave functions of the electrons in the first and second s
bands:

x1~z!5Ab3

2
z expS 2

1

2
bzD ,

x2~z!5Ab5

6
zS z2

3

bDexpS 2
1

2
bzD .

We follow the standard Hartree-Fock method, assumin
nonzero average of̂ Ck1 ,m1s1

† Ck2 ,m2s2
& over the ground

state. The specific feature of the given problem, which diff
it from the double-layer system, is that a nonzero paring
Eq. ~2! can occur between states with different values ofky ,
because in our case the two-level system is formed by
different Landau levels.15 For each value ofky5k we intro-
duce the new wave functions, which are the eigenfuncti
of the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian. The creation and annih
tion operators corresponding to the new wave functions
ak,i

† , ak,i , where i 51, 2, 3, or 4. These functions are re
lated to the original ones by the matrixg i ,y :

Ck,1,215(
i 51

4

g1iak,i ,

Ck,1,15(
i 51

4

g2iak,i ,

FIG. 1. The single-electron energy levels of the two-subba
system. Levels ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ belong to the second Landau lev
(n51) of the first subband with spinsSz51/2 andSz521/2, re-
spectively. Levels ‘‘3’’ and ‘‘4’’ belong to the first Landau leve
(n50) of the second subband with spinsSz51/2 andSz521/2,
respectively. The splittingD is the interlevel splitting,Dz is the
Zeeman energy.
0-2
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Ck1Q,2,215(
i 51

4

g3iak,i ,

Ck1Q,2,15(
i 51

4

g4iak,i . ~4!

The average of the introduced functions over the grou
state is^ak,i

† ak, j&5d i j (d i11d i2). This means that only the
states with the lowest energies (i 51 andi 52) are occupied.
Substituting Eq.~4! into the Hamiltonian~2! we obtain the
Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian in the form of a 434 matrix. In
the basis (Ck,1,21 ,Ck,1,1,Ck1Q,2,21 ,Ck1Q,2,1) the elements
of this matrix are

H11
HF52

1

2
~D1Dz!2b11e11

112b33e12
01,

H22
HF52

1

2
~D2Dz!2b22e11

112b44e12
01,

H33
HF5

1

2
~D2Dz!2b33e22

002b11e12
01,

H44
HF5

1

2
~D1Dz!2b44e

00222b44e12
01,

H12
HF52b12e11

112~b232b14!V(2111)
(0100)~Q!2b34e12

01,

H13
HF52b13@V(1122)

(0011)~0!1V(1212)
(0101)~Q!#,

H14
HF52b23V(1212)

(0101)~Q!2b14V(1122)
(0011)~0!,

H23
HF52b14V(1212)

(0101)~Q!2b23V(1122)
(0011)~0!,

H24
HF52b24@V(1122)

(0011)~0!1V(1212)
(0101)~Q!#,

H34
HF52b34e22

002~b232b14!V(1222)
(0111)~Q!2b12e12

01,

whereb i j 5g i1g j 11g i2g j 2,

V( j 1 j 2 j 3 j 4)
( i 1i 2i 3i 4)

~q!5E
0

`

dkFj 1 j 2 j 3 j 4
~k!uGi 1i 2

~k!uuGi 3i 4
~k!u

3Ju i 11 i 32 i 22 i 4u~kq!expS 2
k2

2 D ,

e j 1 j 2

i 1i 2 5V( j 1 j 2 j 1 j 2)
( i 1i 2i 1i 2)

~0!, ~5!

Jm is the Bessel function ofmth order, ande j 1 j 2

i 1i 2 is the ex-

change energy of an electron in thei 1th Landau level of the
j 1th subband interacting with electrons of the same spin
the filled i 2th Landau level of thej 2th subband.

Taking into account that the eigenvectors of the Hartr
Fock matrixak,i are related toCk,m,s by the matrixg i j @Eq.
~4!#, we obtain a self-consistent system of equations forg i j .
The parameterQ can be found by minimizing the Hartree
Fock energy. We have found the solution of the system
12531
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equations forg i j numerically. For all values ofD andDz the
ground state of the system is one of the noninteract
phases~spin singlet or ferromagnetic!, described above. The
transitions between the phases are sharp. The interac
modifies the phase boundaries only:

D5Dz1
1

2
~e22

002e11
11!1e12

002e11
011e12

015Dz1eH5DH ,

~6!

D52Dz1
1

2
~e22

002e11
11!1e12

002e11
012e12

0152Dz1eL5DL ,

~7!

where DH and DL denote the higher and lower values
splitting D at the boundary of the ferromagnetic phase; s
Fig. 2~a!. In Fig. 2~a! the phase diagram is shown forb51.
The phasesS1 and S2 are the spin-singlet phases and t
phase F is the ferromagnetic phase. The single-electr
states ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2,’’ ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘3,’’ and ‘‘3’’ and ‘‘4’’ ~Fig. 1!
are occupied in the phasesS1 , F, andS2, respectively. The
electron-electron interaction results in the splitting of t
boundaries between different phases, even when the Zee
energy is equal to zero. ForDz50 the splitting is equal to
eH2eL52e12

01, whereeH and eL are introduced in Eqs.~6!
and ~7!. In Fig. 2~b! the values of the lower (eL) and upper
(eH) phase boundaries atDz50 are shown as a function o
the Fang-Howard parameterb, where 1/b is proportional to
the characteristic width of the heterojunction in units of ma
netic length. Both valueseH andeL decrease with increasin
b.

We are mostly interested in the case when the inters
band splitting is close to the cyclotron energy. This gives
restriction of the values of the parameterb. This parameter
should be close to the inverse magnetic length. However,
exact relation betweenb and l for D50 depends on the

FIG. 2. ~a! The phase diagram of the four-level system forb
51. The phasesS1 andS2 are spin-singlet phases; the phaseF is a
ferromagnetic phase.~b! The parameterseH and eL @Eqs. ~6! and
~7!# of the phase diagram are plotted as the functions ofb. All
energies are in units of«C ; b is in units of 1/l .
0-3
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actual value ofb. Therefore we found it appropriate to ca
culate theb dependences of the main parameters of the s
tem.

The two-subband system can be studied experimen
by changing the magnetic field when keeping the fixed va
of the filling factor. If the magnetic fieldBW is normal to the
heterojunction, then both2D andDz increase linearly with
increasingB. In this case only the transition from the pha
S1 to the phaseF can be observed. Another possibility is
make the experiments in the tilted magnetic field with t
fixed value of its normal component. In this caseD is a
constant, because it is proportional to the normal compon
of the magnetic field, butDz changes linearly with the tota
magnetic field. Depending on the initial value ofD, one
should observe a transition fromS1 to F or from S2 to F
phases. However, there is a finite region ofD in which no
transitions can be found and the system is always in
phaseF. This region has a nonzero range even for zeroDz

when its width is 2e12
01.

Now we shall discuss the possibility to detect the differe
phases by acoustic-phonon spectroscopy.9–11We consider the
absorption of nonequilibrium phonons by the discuss
quasi-2D system. The electron-phonon interaction is prop
tional to the electron density operator.16 During the act of
phonon absorption the electron system undergoes a trans
from the ground state to the excited state, correspondin
the density fluctuations. When the system is in the ferrom
netic phase (F), there are spin reversal excitations only.
this case phonon absorption is forbidden. The collective
citation spectra in the singlet phasesS1 andS2 can be found

FIG. 3. ~a! The excitation dispersionE(q) @Eq. ~10!# for dD
505Dz . The numbers near the lines show the values of the
rameterb, whereb andq are in units of 1/l ; E(q) is in units of«C .
~b! The phonon absorption ratev0 as a function ofD for Dz50.
Solid, dotted, and dashed lines are forb50.5, 1.0, and 1.5, respec
tively. The data forb51.0 and 1.5 are multiplied by 10. The ab
sorption ratev0 is in units of 1010 s21; D is in units of «C . ~c!
Phonon absorption ratev0 as a function ofDz for constantD. Here
v0 and Dz are in arbitrary units. The critical Zeeman energyDz*
corresponds to theS1→F or S2→F phase transition.
12531
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from the poles of the density-density correlation function13

which are given by the expressions

E~q!5D12Ṽ1212
0101~q!2V1122

0011~q!2e12
012e12

001e11
111e11

01

~8!

for the phaseS1 and

E~q!52D12Ṽ1212
0101~q!2V1122

0011~q!2e12
012e11

011e22
001e12

00

~9!

for the phaseS2, where Eqs.~3! and~5! were used. One can
rewrite Eqs.~8! and~9! in the form, which can describe bot
cases simultaneously

E~q!5udDu1Dz12Ṽ1212
0101~q!2V1122

0011~q!1
1

2
~e22

001e11
11!,

~10!

wheredD5D2DH for the phaseS1 anddD52D1DL for
the phaseS2.

The energy spectraE(q) are shown in Fig. 3~a! for dD
50 andDz50, for several different values of the paramet
b. One can see that there is a finite gap for all values
momentumq. This means that a gap exists for any value
D and Dz . With increasing the spreading of the electro
wave function in thez direction ~decreasingb! the gap be-
comes smaller, which results from the decreasing of the
fective 2D electron-electron interaction. The existence of
interaction-induced finite excitation gap in the two-level sy
tem for any value of the interlevel splitting was demonstra
for a system with filling factorn51 in Ref. 12. The effect of
the strong renormalization of the excitation energy due to
interelectron interaction is also known for spin excitations
an interaction enhancement of theg factor in 2D
systems.18–21

The electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian has the fo

He-ph52(
j ,QW

M j~QW !

AV
Z~qz!@r~qW !d̂ j

†~QW !1r~2qW !d̂ j~QW !#,

~11!

where the isotropic Debye approximation is used with
linear dependence of the phonon frequency on the wave
tor: v j (K)5sjK, sj being speed of sound;j labels the pho-
non modes,j 51 for the longitudinal mode andj 52,3 for
the two transverse modes. In Eq.~11! we labeled the three
dimensional~3D! phonon wave vector by the capital letterQW

and its projections by the corresponding small lettersQW

5(qW ,qz). The creation operator of a phonon in thej th mode
is denoted asd̂ j

† , V is a normalization volume,r(qW ) is the

two-dimensional electron density operator, andM j (QW ) is the
matrix element of the electron-phonon interaction, which
determined by the deformation potential and piezoelec
coupling:17

-
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M j~QW !5A \

2r0sQF2b
QxQyj j ,z1QyQzj j ,x1QzQxj j ,y

Q2

2 iJ0~jW j•QW !G , ~12!

wherer0 is the mass density,b andJ0 are the parameters o
the piezoelectric and deformation potential couplings, andjW j
is the polarization vector of thej th phonon mode. The pa
rameters of GaAs are used in our calculations.

Because the phonon-assisted transitions are only allo
between the different subbands, the form factorZ(qz) is

Z~qz!5E dzeiqzzx1~z!x2~z!. ~13!

At low temperaturekBT!E(q), the rate of absorption of
nonequilibrium phonons can be found from th
expression12,17

vabs5
2p

\ (
j
E dQW

~2p!3
d~E~q!2sjQ!nj~QW !

3uM j~QW !Z~qz!u2R01~q!, ~14!

whereR01(q)5(q2/2)exp(2q2/2), andnj (QW ) is the phonon
distribution function.

One can see how the appearance of the excitation
suppresses the phonon absorption. The phonon absorp
process requires the conservation of energy and in-plane
mentum,sjAq21qz

25E(q), where the characteristic excita
tion gapE(q) is greater than 0.1 forb;1 @see Fig. 3~a!#.
The GaAs speed of sound in units ofl eC /\ is about 0.03 for
longitudinal and 0.02 for transverse phonons. Therefore
large value ofAq21qz

2 is required to satisfy the energy con
servation law. However, the factorsR01(q) andZ(qz) in Eq.
~14! make the phonon absorption to be small atq.1 or qz
.b. Thus, the phonon absorption becomes strongly s
pressed compared to the noninteracting case, in which
excitation energyD is allowed to have any value. For th
noninteracting electrons the absorption rate has two max
at uDu;\sj / l .8
a

s.
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From Eq. ~14! we calculate the normalized phonon a
sorption ratev05vabs/n„E(q0)…, whereq0 is a characteris
tic momentum; here we useq051. In Fig. 3~b! the ratev0 is
shown as a function ofD for Dz50 and different values ofb.
The absorption rate has a two-peak structure. The gap
tween the peaks corresponds to the phaseF of the system, in
which the phonons cannot be absorbed. The absorption
for b51 andb51.5 are multiplied by 10. With increasingb
the collective excitation gap increases@see Fig. 3~a!#, which
results in a rapid decrease of the absorption rate. One ca
this tendency forb50.5 andb51. However, with increasing
b, phonons with larger values ofqz can be absorbed, whic
tends to increase the absorption rate. The latter effect
comes more pronounced for largeb when the excitation gap
has a weaker dependence onb @see Fig. 3~a!#. The competi-
tion between these two effects results in a slight increas
the absorption rate forb51.5.

In tilted magnetic field experiments, when the Zeem
energyDz is changed while the interlevel splittingD is kept
fixed, the absorption rate remains constant. For the sin
phaseS1 or S2 the absorption rate is given by Eqs.~8!, ~9!,
and ~14! and for the ferromagnetic phaseF the absorption
rate is zero. The dependence ofv0 on Dz is shown schemati
cally in Fig. 3~c!, where the critical value of the Zeema
splitting, Dz* , corresponds to theS1-F or S2-F phase transi-
tion.

In conclusion, we considered a two-subband electron
tem with total filling factor 4. The system was mapped o
the four-level electron system with effective filling factor
The separation between the levels belonging to the diffe
subbands is proportional to the cyclotron energy and ca
changed by changing the magnetic field. The system exis
one of the three different phases: one is ferromagnetic
two are spin-singlet phases. The electron-electron interac
does not create new phases. However, it renormalizes
phase boundaries. The excitation spectrum has a gap fo
value of the interlevel splittingD and Zeeman splittingDz .
This results in a strong suppression of the electron-pho
interaction. The rate of phonon absorption by the conside
quasi-2D electron system has a double-peak structure
function of level splitting and a steplike structure as a fu
tion of Zeeman splitting.
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